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When one of his soldiers is killed by live ammunition during what was supposed to be a simple

training exercise, Captain Phil Thibodeaux wants answers. Even if it means working with the

Criminal Investigation Division that seems certain to pin the blame on him. But after CID agent

Kelly McQueen defends his conduct, Phil realizes that there's more to the dedicated agent than

meets the eye. Maybe she's someone he can trust, after all. And he'll need someone to rely on

as investigations lead him to doubt everyone else—even his own soldiers.

About the Author Debby Giusti is a medical technologist who loves working with test tubes and

petri dishes almost as much as she loves to write. Growing up as an Army Brat, Debby met

and married her husband--then a Captain in the Army--at Fort Knox, Kentucky. Together they

traveled the world, raised three wonderful Army Brats of their own and have now settled in

Atlanta, Georgia, where Debby spins tales of suspense that touch the heart and soul. --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved."Cease fire!" U.S. Army Captain Jean Philippe Thibo-deaux screamed into the

handheld radio microphone from inside his Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The order echoed back to

him as the "cease fire" was relayed across the live-fire range to the three platoons involved in

the training exercise at Fort Rickman, Georgia.Under Phil's command, his two-hundred-man

company of soldiers had advanced on a series of targets representing enemy strongholds. The

men had maneuvered for nearly an hour, firing live rounds that ripped through the cardboard

facsimiles of enemy soldiers while the unit's heavier weapons shot at mock-ups of armored

personnel carriers and enemy tanks. The mission had gone like clockwork with nary a glitch,

but only minutes before the completion of the exercise everything had come to an unexpected

halt.Heart hammering in his chest, Phil leaped from the Bradley from which he had led the

attack and ran toward the small rise on the so-called battlefield where a group of men

clustered. Behind him, the executive officer and First Sergeant Jerry Meyers followed Phil's

lead.A frenzy of activity erupted as men exited their vehicles. Foot soldiers stopped their

forward advancement and looked around as if trying to find a reason why the attack had been

halted.In the distance, a field ambulance raced along the rugged terrain and screeched to a

stop near the small rise. A team of medics disappeared into the sea of camouflage uniforms

that had gathered.Moments earlier, the blasts of 25-millimeter chain guns and the staccato fire

of the M-4 carbines had filled the February evening in a mounting crescendo until the captain's

order halted the Bradleys and suspended the battle.The governor of the State of Georgia and

his entourage as well as military personnel from post and a select group of local civilians had

watched from the reviewing stands and bleachers as C Company, Second Battalion, Fifteenth

Infantry—Phil's company—had advanced on the targets.One face had stood out from the

crowd. Special Agent Kelly McQueen was blonde and blue-eyed and had been assigned to

guard the visiting dignitaries. Along with the military police, Agent McQueen was, no doubt,

currently directing the VIPs out of the reviewing stands and escorting them into vans parked by

the roadway. Without delay, she would escort them to the airfield on post where a plane waited

to fly them back to Atlanta.In similar fashion, the crowd of onlookers in the bleachers would be

herded aboard buses for transport back to the main post area. Every effort was being made to

maintain calm and order. No one wanted panic to ensue or to alert the public that anything out

of the ordinary had occurred. The falling darkness and mass of soldiers gathered around the



incident site would keep curious eyes at bay.God willing, no one would realize the magnitude of

the problem downrange. Not that Phil would count on the Lord. After everything that had

happened in his childhood, he had vowed long ago to make his own way in life.To this day, he

refused to acknowledge a so-called loving God who allowed his father to go to prison and his

mother to care more about her career than her twelve-year-old son whose world had come

crashing down around him.The same feelings he'd had as a young boy were bubbling up within

him now. What had gone wrong?Phil increased his speed, ignoring the dust stirred up by the

Bradleys that had rumbled across the range. The smell of cordite and smoke, produced from

the exploding rounds, mixed with the dirt-clogged air and hovered over the range, painting the

desolate terrain in an eerie veil of gloom.Nearing the crest of the rise, he pushed through the

throng of soldiers that had taken part in the training mission. They now stared with wide eyes

and drawn faces at the medics who feverishly tried to bring the soldier back to life.Phil's gut

constricted as his eyes focused on Corporal Rick Taylor, First Platoon. The medics had

removed the outer tactical vest that had protected Taylor's chest but not his groin, where a

bullet had ripped through his flesh. Blood—too much blood—soaked through his uniform and

mixed with the red Georgia clay. One of the medics jammed a handful of gauze squares into

the open wound, stopping the flow of blood as a second man pushed down on Taylor's

sternum. A third cut through the sleeve of his uniform and searched for a vein.The trio worked

feverishly, but Taylor's limp body failed to respond. Eventually, the medics sat back on their

haunches and shook their heads. The leader of the team turned doleful eyes to Phil. "There's

nothing more we can do.""You can continue CPR," Phil demanded. A mix of anger and

determination swelled within him."It's useless, sir."Their refusal to follow his command

frustrated Phil. He shoved them aside and dropped to his knees beside the fallen soldier.

Fisting his own hands, he pushed down on Taylor's chest."Sir, please." One of the medics

tugged on Phil's sleeve.He jerked his arm away. "I won't let him die."The gathering of soldiers

pressed in even closer. Phil glanced up at his first sergeant. "Clear the area.""Yes, sir." Jerry

Meyers raised his voice. "You heard Captain Thibodeaux, let's move it."The men—officers,

noncommissioned officers and enlisted men—backed away from the death scene and

lumbered toward the edge of the range.A second medic attempted to pull Phil away from the

fallen soldier. "He's gone, sir."Twisting out of the soldier's hold, Phil blew two quick breaths into

Corporal Taylor's mouth. He hadn't lost a man in Afghanistan. He would do everything in his

power to ensure he didn't lose a soldier stateside."Sir, please."Once again, Phil interlaced his

fingers and pushed down on Taylor's chest as he continued to count. "And one and two

and…"Someone knelt in the dirt next to him. A heavy hand rested on his shoulder. "Phil, it's

over. You've got to stop."He glanced up to see his battalion commander's face lined with

concern."You hear me, son?""But, sir—"Lieutenant Colonel Ken Knowlton—tall and lanky, with

a pointed nose and penetrating eyes—placed his hands firmly over Phil's doubled fists and

lifted them off the fallen soldier's chest. "You tried your best, Captain. The good Lord called

Corporal Taylor home."Phil jerked out of his hold just as he had done with the medics."Listen to

me, Phil. You've got to stop. It's over. There's nothing you can do to bring him back."His

commander's voice was firm, and his words cut like a knife into Phil's heart. As much as he

didn't want to comply, Lieutenant Colonel Knowlton was right.A lump clogged Phil's throat, and

his eyes blurred. He blinked to clear his vision and focused on Taylor's ashen face.Knowlton's

hand on Phil's elbow encouraged him to stand. Struggling to his feet, he turned his gaze to the

thick patch of tall pine trees that rimmed the edge of the training range. He didn't want anyone,

especially his battalion commander, to see the moisture that stung his eyes.He swallowed

down the mass of burning bile that had risen from his stomach and, with clenched jaw and



sheer determination, turned back to his commander. "I…I can assure you, sir, I'll get to the

bottom of this."Knowlton nodded his support. "Talk to the men, Phil. Find out what happened.

Determine if anyone had a grudge against Taylor."Phil tensed. "Morale is good in the unit, sir.

We haven't had any problems.""That's how it seemed prior to this mission." The commander

patted Phil's back. "But now everything has changed."A fact Phil realized all too well. His focus

for his entire career had been on doing what was right. His men called him a hard taskmaster,

but he allowed no one to deviate from the rules he put in place—rules to ensure the safety of

his men and the successful execution of each mission.His decision to run an inherently

dangerous live-fire exercise after putting his men through four strenuous days of intense, round-

the-clock tactical training in the field would come under scrutiny. Fatigue led to mistakes, which

is what some people would assume played into today's horrific accident.Had there been a

safety breakdown today? Phil had controlled the advancement and was responsible for

everything that happened to his men on the simulated battlefield. Could he have inadvertently

put Corporal Taylor in the line of fire?He had been over the operations order that outlined the

battle plan numerous times before the live-fire exercise. Tonight, he would retrace what he had

done to ensure the checkpoints and phase lines and boundaries were correct.That attention to

detail had served him well and served the unit under his command well. But as quickly as a

round exploded from the barrel of a gun, everything had changed today. Just as Lieutenant

Colonel Knowlton had so pointedly mentioned."The Safety Officer has made a

recommendation that an investigation be initiated," the battalion commander said. "The CID will

begin their investigation tonight.""Yes, sir."Working hand in hand with the military police on

post, the Criminal Investigation Division handled all major incidents and crimes that involved

the military. Because a soldier had died, it was a given that the CID would be called

onboard."We'll let the CID help us determine what happened," Knowlton said."Yes, sir." Phil

saluted his battalion commander's retreating figure, then raised his hand to his forehead a

second time in response to his first sergeant's salute.Of medium build and pushing forty, First

Sergeant Jerry Meyers' face wore a perpetual frown that seemed appropriate at the moment.

He lowered his voice so only Phil could hear. "An agen...--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.
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“No one leaves until I give the order,” said U.S. Army Captain Jean Philipe Thibodeaux.The

sergeant nodded. “Yes, sir.”Footsteps sounded to Phil’s left. He turned and spotted Agent

Jamison Steele walking purposefully toward him. If Jamison had been assigned to investigate

the training incident, Phil could breathe a sigh of relief.Phil turned to the CID agent. “You’ve

been assigned the case?”“Negative. I’m here to secure the range and assist Major Hansen.”

Jamison looked over his shoulder toward the bleacher area. “Special Agent Kelly McQueen will

be handling this one.”Phil’s heart thumped against his chest as he followed Jamison’s gaze and

recognized the very determined complication walking toward them.A number of guys called her

the Ice McQueen. That, coupled with the fact that she’d won the Outstanding Marksmanship

Award, was off-putting to some.Biting down on his jaw, he steeled himself to the ironic twist of

events. Phil didn’t need the Ice McQueen in his life. No matter how attracted he was to
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DISCUSSIONONE“Cease fire!” U.S. Army Captain Jean Philippe Thibodeaux screamed into

the handheld radio microphone from inside his Bradley Fighting Vehicle. The order echoed

back to him as the “cease fire” was relayed across the live-fire range to the three platoons

involved in the training exercise at Fort Rickman, Georgia.Under Phil’s command, his two-

hundred-man company of soldiers had advanced on a series of targets representing enemy

strongholds. The men had maneuvered for nearly an hour, firing live rounds that ripped through

the cardboard facsimiles of enemy soldiers while the unit’s heavier weapons shot at mock-ups

of armored personnel carriers and enemy tanks. The mission had gone like clockwork with

nary a glitch, but only minutes before the completion of the exercise everything had come to an

unexpected halt.Heart hammering in his chest, Phil leaped from the Bradley from which he had

led the attack and ran toward the small rise on the so-called battlefield where a group of men

clustered. Behind him, the executive officer and First Sergeant Jerry Meyers followed Phil’s

lead.A frenzy of activity erupted as men exited their vehicles. Foot soldiers stopped their

forward advancement and looked around as if trying to find a reason why the attack had been



halted.In the distance, a field ambulance raced along the rugged terrain and screeched to a

stop near the small rise. A team of medics disappeared into the sea of camouflage uniforms

that had gathered.Moments earlier, the blasts of 25-millimeter chain guns and the staccato fire

of the M-4 carbines had filled the February evening in a mounting crescendo until the captain’s

order halted the Bradleys and suspended the battle.The governor of the State of Georgia and

his entourage as well as military personnel from post and a select group of local civilians had

watched from the reviewing stands and bleachers as C Company, Second Battalion, Fifteenth

Infantry— Phil’s company—had advanced on the targets.One face had stood out from the

crowd. Special Agent Kelly McQueen was blonde and blue-eyed and had been assigned to

guard the visiting dignitaries. Along with the military police, Agent McQueen was, no doubt,

currently directing the VIPs out of the reviewing stands and escorting them into vans parked by

the roadway. Without delay, she would escort them to the airfield on post where a plane waited

to fly them back to Atlanta.In similar fashion, the crowd of onlookers in the bleachers would be

herded aboard buses for transport back to the main post area. Every effort was being made to

maintain calm and order. No one wanted panic to ensue or to alert the public that anything out

of the ordinary had occurred. The falling darkness and mass of soldiers gathered around the

incident site would keep curious eyes at bay.God willing, no one would realize the magnitude of

the problem downrange. Not that Phil would count on the Lord. After everything that had

happened in his childhood, he had vowed long ago to make his own way in life.To this day, he

refused to acknowledge a so-called loving God who allowed his father to go to prison and his

mother to care more about her career than her twelve-year-old son whose world had come

crashing down around him.The same feelings he’d had as a young boy were bubbling up within

him now. What had gone wrong?Phil increased his speed, ignoring the dust stirred up by the

Bradleys that had rumbled across the range. The smell of cordite and smoke, produced from

the exploding rounds, mixed with the dirt-clogged air and hovered over the range, painting the

desolate terrain in an eerie veil of gloom.Nearing the crest of the rise, he pushed through the

throng of soldiers that had taken part in the training mission. They now stared with wide eyes

and drawn faces at the medics who feverishly tried to bring the soldier back to life.Phil’s gut

constricted as his eyes focused on Corporal Rick Taylor, First Platoon. The medics had

removed the outer tactical vest that had protected Taylor’s chest but not his groin, where a

bullet had ripped through his flesh. Blood—too much blood—soaked through his uniform and

mixed with the red Georgia clay. One of the medics jammed a handful of gauze squares into

the open wound, stopping the flow of blood as a second man pushed down on Taylor’s

sternum. A third cut through the sleeve of his uniform and searched for a vein.The trio worked

feverishly, but Taylor’s limp body failed to respond. Eventually, the medics sat back on their

haunches and shook their heads. The leader of the team turned doleful eyes to Phil. “There’s

nothing more we can do.”“You can continue CPR,” Phil demanded. A mix of anger and

determination swelled within him.“It’s useless, sir.”Their refusal to follow his command

frustrated Phil. He shoved them aside and dropped to his knees beside the fallen soldier.

Fisting his own hands, he pushed down on Taylor’s chest.“Sir, please.” One of the medics

tugged on Phil’s sleeve.He jerked his arm away. “I won’t let him die.”The gathering of soldiers

pressed in even closer. Phil glanced up at his first sergeant. “Clear the area.”“Yes, sir.” Jerry

Meyers raised his voice. “You heard Captain Thibodeaux, let’s move it.”The men—officers,

noncommissioned officers and enlisted men—backed away from the death scene and

lumbered toward the edge of the range.A second medic attempted to pull Phil away from the

fallen soldier. “He’s gone, sir.”Twisting out of the soldier’s hold, Phil blew two quick breaths into

Corporal Taylor’s mouth. He hadn’t lost a man in Afghanistan. He would do everything in his



power to ensure he didn’t lose a soldier stateside. “Sir, please.”Once again, Phil interlaced his

fingers and pushed down on Taylor’s chest as he continued to count. “And one and two

and…”Someone knelt in the dirt next to him. A heavy hand rested on his shoulder. “Phil, it’s

over. You’ve got to stop.”He glanced up to see his battalion commander’s face lined with

concern.“You hear me, son?”“But, sir—”Lieutenant Colonel Ken Knowlton—tall and lanky, with

a pointed nose and penetrating eyes—placed his hands firmly over Phil’s doubled fists and

lifted them off the fallen soldier’s chest. “You tried your best, Captain. The good Lord called

Corporal Taylor home.”Phil jerked out of his hold just as he had done with the medics.“Listen to

me, Phil. You’ve got to stop. It’s over. There’s nothing you can do to bring him back.”His

commander’s voice was firm, and his words cut like a knife into Phil’s heart. As much as he

didn’t want to comply, Lieutenant Colonel Knowlton was right.A lump clogged Phil’s throat, and

his eyes blurred. He blinked to clear his vision and focused on Taylor’s ashen face.Knowlton’s

hand on Phil’s elbow encouraged him to stand. Struggling to his feet, he turned his gaze to the

thick patch of tall pine trees that rimmed the edge of the training range. He didn’t want anyone,

especially his battalion commander, to see the moisture that stung his eyes.He swallowed

down the mass of burning bile that had risen from his stomach and, with clenched jaw and

sheer determination, turned back to his commander. “I…I can assure you, sir, I’ll get to the

bottom of this.”Knowlton nodded his support. “Talk to the men, Phil. Find out what happened.

Determine if anyone had a grudge against Taylor.”Phil tensed. “Morale is good in the unit, sir.

We haven’t had any problems.”“That’s how it seemed prior to this mission.” The commander

patted Phil’s back. “But now everything has changed.”A fact Phil realized all too well. His focus

for his entire career had been on doing what was right. His men called him a hard taskmaster,

but he allowed no one to deviate from the rules he put in place—rules to ensure the safety of

his men and the successful execution of each mission.His decision to run an inherently

dangerous live-fire exercise after putting his men through four strenuous days of intense, round-

the-clock tactical training in the field would come under scrutiny. Fatigue led to mistakes, which

is what some people would assume played into today’s horrific accident.Had there been a

safety breakdown today? Phil had controlled the advancement and was responsible for

everything that happened to his men on the simulated battlefield. Could he have inadvertently

put Corporal Taylor in the line of fire?He had been over the operations order that outlined the

battle plan numerous times before the live-fire exercise. Tonight, he would retrace what he had

done to ensure the checkpoints and phase lines and boundaries were correct.That attention to

detail had served him well and served the unit under his command well. But as quickly as a

round exploded from the barrel of a gun, everything had changed today. Just as Lieutenant

Colonel Knowlton had so pointedly mentioned.“The Safety Officer has made a

recommendation that an investigation be initiated,” the battalion commander said. “The CID will

begin their investigation tonight.”“Yes, sir.”Working hand in hand with the military police on post,

the Criminal Investigation Division handled all major incidents and crimes that involved the

military. Because a soldier had died, it was a given that the CID would be called onboard.“We’ll

let the CID help us determine what happened,” Knowlton said.“Yes, sir.” Phil saluted his

battalion commander’s retreating figure, then raised his hand to his forehead a second time in

response to his first sergeant’s salute.Of medium build and pushing forty, First Sergeant Jerry

Meyers’ face wore a perpetual frown that seemed appropriate at the moment. He lowered his

voice so only Phil could hear. “An agent from the Criminal Investigation Division is on the way,

sir.”“Have the platoon leaders bring their men into formation on the edge of the range. No one

leaves until I give the order.”The sergeant nodded. “Yes, sir.”“Taylor was part of First Platoon.

Tell Lieutenant Bellows to keep his platoon separated from the rest of the company until I



personally talk to the men.”“I’ll pass that on to Lieutenant Bellows and notify the other platoon

leaders to gather their men, as well.” With a quick salute, the first sergeant double-timed to the

far side of the range.Footsteps sounded to Phil’s left. He turned and spotted Jamison Steele

walking purposefully toward him with an officer and enlisted man in tow. Phil had run into the

CID agent at the Fort Rickman Club on more than one occasion and was impressed with his

levelheaded attention to duty. If Jamison had been assigned to investigate the training incident,

Phil could breathe a sigh of relief.After a perfunctory greeting, Jamison introduced Major Bret

Hansen, the medical examiner and pathologist at the hospital on post. The two men shook

hands before the ME donned latex gloves and stooped to examine the body. Jamison also

introduced Corporal Raynard Otis, who strung crime-scene tape around the area where the

body lay and began to search the ground for evidence.As the two men worked, Phil turned to

the CID agent. “You’ve been assigned the case?”“Negative. I’m here to secure the range and

assist Major Hansen.” Jamison looked over his shoulder toward the bleacher area. “Special

Agent Kelly McQueen will be handling this one.”Phil’s heart thumped against his chest as he

followed Jamison’s gaze and recognized the very determined complication walking toward

them. More than anything, Phil didn’t want his focus swayed off course by the pretty face that

seemed to pop up everywhere he went on post.Phil had heard some of the single officers

grouse about the attractive CID agent. Her good looks weren’t the problem. It was her no-

nonsense attitude. A number of guys called her the Ice McQueen. And the fact that she’d won

the Outstanding Marksmanship Award was off-putting to some.Easy enough to understand

their frustration. Kelly was an anomaly. Beautiful yet aloof, and 100 percent focused on her job.

Phil had to admit he admired her for maintaining her distance from many of the men on post

whose interests revolved around her pretty face instead of the strength of character she

undoubtedly possessed.He also understood her desire to keep her personal relationships

separate from her military career. He had vowed long ago to never get involved with female

personnel. When and if he settled down, it would be with a woman who wanted to be a stay-at-

home mom with a houseful of children to love. Somehow that didn’t go hand in hand with a

career military gal who needed to be at Uncle Sam’s beck and call.Kelly McQueen might be

good at what she did, but Phil had to keep his focus on the investigation and not the special

agent. He didn’t want sparks of interest to interfere with the work ahead. Instead, he wanted an

answer to the question that pinged through his brain. How had one of his men shot and killed

another soldier in the unit?Biting down on his lip, he steeled himself to the ironic twist of events.

Phil didn’t need the Ice McQueen in his life. No matter how attracted he was to her.Kelly hadn’t

expected Captain Thibodeaux’s eyes to be as black as the night that had settled over the

range. Nor had she expected the frown that furrowed his brow and tugged at his full lips. The

guy had “Keep Out of My Business” written all over him. Even his hands were fisted, as if she

were an adversary instead of someone assigned to help him get to the bottom of a very bad

situation.“Evening, Captain.” She held out her CID identification. “I’m Special Agent Kelly

McQueen with the Criminal Investigation Division on post.”“Phil Thibodeaux.” He breathed in a

lungful of air. “I’m aware of who you are, Agent McQueen.”“It’s Kelly, please. We’ll be working

together to find out what happened today. I suggest we drop formalities.”“Yes, ma’am.”“I’d like to

talk to the soldiers in your unit and determine if anyone saw anything outside the norm.”He

raised his brow. “You mean like one of my men being shot?”The Cajun may have dropped his

accent but not his attitude. “That is why I’m here, Captain.”Before he could reply, she turned her

gaze toward the ridgeline where Taylor’s squad had made their final attack on foot. “Which of

your platoons was advancing in this area?”His brow furrowed. “Weren’t you at the live-fire

demonstration, ma’am?”“That’s correct, Captain, but my attention was on the visitors I was



assigned to safeguard.”He hesitated for a moment before his shoulders relaxed ever so slightly

and his hard-core expression softened.Noting the visible signs of his change of attitude, Kelly

regretted her own stubborn desire to always be on the offensive.“Never let down your guard”

had become a personal mantra. Her mother, when she had been alive, had pointed out

numerous time that the tough facade Kelly tried to project was both a blessing and a

curse.Growing up as a headstrong teen, Kelly hadn’t wanted advice from a woman who was a

pushover when it came to Kelly’s “here today, gone tomorrow” father. A little backbone and a

firm no-you-can’t-come-back attitude from her mother would have made life a lot more

bearable for her only child. Not that Kelly was complaining. She had survived, thanks to an

army recruiter who pointed out the benefits of enlisting in the military.But all that was in the

past, and at the moment, Kelly needed to deal with Captain Thibodeaux. To his credit, the

captain had just lost a man to friendly fire and was still able to function. Perhaps she should cut

him a little slack. Her initial assessment had been biased, no doubt, by his Cajun roots.“First

Platoon was advancing up this small hill.” Phil finally provided the information she had

requested. “The three squads had dismounted. The men were gaining ground on the

enemy.”He pointed to where the soldiers had made their advance. “Corporal Taylor was on the

far end of the squad, moving forward. The bullet hit just below his protective vest.”Kelly focused

on the range, mentally seeing the attack unfold. “The other soldiers in the platoon were to the

victim’s right?”“That’s correct. The men were in their squads and spread out in a V formation,

moving forward.”“How far apart were they?”Phil shrugged. “Roughly eight to ten meters.”“And

the other two platoons?”“Were positioned farther east.”“Too far away to have shot into the First

Platoon?”“It’s unlikely.”“But could have happened?” she pressed.He nodded, his lips tight. “Yes,

but as I mentioned, highly unlikely.”“Which means the shooter is probably one of the men in

First Platoon.”The captain bristled. “This was a training accident, Agent McQueen. The soldier

who accidentally dislodged a bullet that hit Corporal Taylor is not a shooter.”“Yet one of the

guns fired the deadly round.”“Accidentally.”She tilted her head. “Are you sure of that,

Captain?”“Ma’am, most of the men in this unit just returned from a year in combat. They are

well trained and competent. I’d stake my life on any of them.”She glanced at the soldier on the

ground. “Regrettably, Corporal Taylor can’t say the same.”Once again, they seemed at have hit

an impasse. Attempting to give them both space, she walked to where the medical examiner

knelt over the body. Her heart went out to the corporal, who didn’t deserve to have his life end

on a dusty army range in South Georgia.Jamison approached her. His voice was low when he

spoke. “The doc will have the bullet for us after the autopsy tomorrow. I called our lab at Fort

Gillam and told them we’d need ballistics run.”Kelly nodded her approval as Jamison continued.

“Once the lab comes up with a match, we’ll have the serial number of the weapon that fired the

bullet and the name of the soldier to whom the rifle had been issued.”Just as Jamison had

mentioned, the investigation should be fairly straightforward, but complications were a fact of

life when a death was involved. Uncovering the real reason a soldier had died could turn into a

lengthy process.She watched Phil give orders to his executive officer and first sergeant about

securing the weapons and locking them in the arms room. Up close and personal, the captain

was even better-looking than Kelly had realized. The eyes clinched the deal, along with the

dimples that must be killers when he smiled. Not that he was smiling this evening. His rugged

face was lined with concern and an underpinning of grief.No doubt he felt for the loss of his

soldier’s life, but he also had to know his own career was on the line. If the captain had made a

mistake, he’d be disciplined as well as the shooter. Phil had a reputation for being the pretty

boy on post with the ladies and the man most likely to be promoted above his peers. Maybe the

poster boy of Fort Rickman knew his moment of glory was coming to an end.“With some luck,



we might have this investigation under wraps within a few days,” Kelly told Jamison. Then she

could say goodbye and good riddance to Captain Thibodeaux. Until then, she had to be

careful.She knew all too well that a handsome face could turn a girl’s heart. Her mother had

been a perfect example. At least Kelly had enough sense to stay away from guys who

promised everything and gave nothing but heartache in return.The memory of her Cajun dad

bubbled up like rancid oil. Kelly wouldn’t take pity on anyone, even a handsome captain who, at

this particular moment, looked like he needed a friend.TWOPhil glanced at the clock on the

wall as he entered his company headquarters. Eight o’clock. He and Agent McQueen had

talked to the unit as a whole. Both of them had addressed the terrible tragedy and the need to

find out what had happened. Phil had encouraged the men to confide in their platoon leaders,

squad leaders and the battalion chaplain. Tomorrow they would spend one-on-one time with

each man in hopes of learning more.Kelly had been supportive through it all, which Phil

appreciated. Maybe having her in charge of the investigation wouldn’t be a complication after

all.The next priority was to notify Mrs. Taylor of her husband’s death. The wives had been

briefed before the company road-marched to the field four days ago about the time of the unit’s

return to post. None of the family members expected their soldiers to be released from duty for

another two hours.Still, Phil wanted the chaplain and Taylor’s platoon leader on the road as fast

as possible to notify the corporal’s next of kin. Phil wanted to be there, as well.Currently, the

special agent was overseeing the turn-in of weapons in the arms rooms. The serial number on

each rifle would be checked and double-checked. She had mentioned returning to CID

headquarters once the firearms were under lock and key.If he had noticed one thing about the

special agent tonight, it was that she was thorough. Her attention to detail had given him

confidence the investigation would be handled by the book.Earlier he had feared Kelly might be

a distraction, but she understood the work that needed to be done, for which he was grateful.

Cute as she was, the woman seemed keenly aware of the SOP—standard operation procedure

—for the company and in no way hampered Phil’s leadership or got in the way of the men

doing their jobs.As far as he could tell, she realized everyone was stretched thin from the four-

day field exercise prior to live fire, and although she hadn’t verbalized her opinion, she must

have known their fatigue could have played into the incident today.The battalion chaplain was

on his way over to the company. A new guy named Sanchez, who’d recently transferred into

post.Together, along with Lieutenant Carl Bellows, a slender twenty-three-year-old who was in

charge of First Platoon, the three officers would break the news to Mrs. Taylor. Not something

to look forward to doing tonight, or any night for that matter.Letting out a deep breath, Phil

stepped into the latrine and slapped cold water on his face. Tired eyes stared back at him from

the mirror. What would he tell Mrs. Taylor about her husband’s death? Hopefully, the chaplain

would offer the comfort Phil didn’t know if he could provide tonight. All he knew was that Taylor

shouldn’t have died.As he stepped from the latrine, the first sergeant approached him. “Sir,

Chaplain Roger Sanchez is waiting in your office.”The chaplain stood about five-ten, with a

square face and stocky build, and had new-to-the-army written all over him. He held a Bible in

his left hand and accepted Phil’s handshake with his right.“Chaplain, thanks for helping me out

this evening.”“No problem, sir.”Phil almost smiled. “Is Fort Rickman your first

assignment?”Sanchez nodded. “After Chaplains School.”“Good to have you with us. First rule

to remember, we’re both captains. You only need to ‘sir’ someone who’s above you in

rank.”Sanchez shook his head at his own mistake. “Guess I wasn’t thinking.”“Well, there’s a lot

to learn. Tonight you’ll get some experience in notification of next of kin.” Phil explained about

Corporal Taylor’s death and the necessity of informing the family members.“Taylor and his wife,

Lola, lived on a farm his mother owns. The senior Mrs. Taylor—” Phil opened a file on his desk



“—Mildred Taylor, the mom, has medical problems, although I’m not sure about the exact

nature of her condition. We’ll probably learn more tonight.”Sanchez nodded and then eyed the

framed unit citations and awards on the wall behind Phil’s desk. “You commanded C Company

in Afghanistan?”“That’s right. We got back three months ago.”The chaplain shook his head. “So

there was a long separation for the family prior to Corporal Taylor’s death.”Phil narrowed his

eyes. “I didn’t say tonight would be easy, Chaplain.”Sanchez held his gaze. “And I never

expected it would be. Just to set the record straight, I didn’t become a chaplain for the easy

jobs.”With that one statement, Phil’s opinion of the chaplain went up tenfold.“Lieutenant

Bellows, the platoon leader, will meet us outside. He’ll drive his own vehicle.”Phil grabbed his

hat and motioned the chaplain forward just as the door to his office opened and Kelly McQueen

stepped inside like a whirlwind of fresh air and energy.“I thought you’d be at CID headquarters

by now,” he said.“I’m on my way.” She glanced at Sanchez, then back at Phil. “You said you

were going to notify the next of kin?”“That’s right.” He introduced her to the chaplain.

“Lieutenant Bellows is meeting us outside, and the three of us will drive to the farmhouse.”“First

Sergeant Meyers gave me directions,” Kelly said. “The Taylor home is about five miles farther

out from where I live. I’ll join you there.”“Ah—?” Phil hadn’t expected Kelly to go with them. “Do

you think that’s wise?”She stood up a little straighter. “Wise?”“Meaning it’s late. Both Mrs.

Taylors—the wife and the mother—will need time to grieve. We could drive out there tomorrow.

I’ll probably need to talk to the widow again.”Kelly nodded. “Perfect. But I want to see her

tonight, as well. I have to stop by CID Headquarters for a few minutes, but I’ll meet you at the

farmhouse.”She smiled at Sanchez. “Nice to meet you, Chaplain.” Turning on her heel, she left

the office and Phil to stare after her.His phone rang. Lieutenant Bellows’s voice sounded

fatigued when he answered. “Sir, can you give me about fifteen minutes? Private Benjamin

Stanley wants to talk to me about what happened today.”“He’s one of our new recruits.”“Yes, sir.

Seems he’s pretty shook up.”Phil glanced at his watch. “Get here as soon as you can.”The

lieutenant drove up in front of the company headquarters just as Phil and the chaplain left the

building fifteen minutes later. After introducing the two men, Lieutenant Bellows shared his own

concern for the private.“Stanley’s young and impressionable. From what he said, this is the first

time he’s seen someone die. I’ve got Staff Sergeant Gates with him now.”Phil turned to the

chaplain. “Gates is one of Lieutenant Bellow’s squad leaders. He’s mid-thirties and fairly

squared away. If he can’t reassure Stanley, I may ask you to talk to him tomorrow. He’s a good

kid who loves the Lord and knows his Bible, but he’s still got a lot to learn.”The chaplain smiled.

“I can relate to that. I’d be happy to pray with him. Inviting God into any situation usually brings

comfort to those experiencing difficulty.”Although Phil didn’t personally agree with the chaplain,

he knew Stanley would benefit from the outreach.Phil turned to the lieutenant. “Let me know

what Gates has to say. If Stanley’s still upset, we can call the chaplain in the morning.”“Yes, sir.

Some of the other men have been talking about Corporal Taylor. Evidently things hadn’t been

too good on the home front since the company redeployed back to the States. Sounds like he

and his wife were having problems.”“At Chaplains School, we talked about how marital

problems escalate once the soldiers redeploy home,” Sanchez said.Phil nodded. “Unfortunately

the separations are hard on family members as well as the soldiers.”“Which will probably

compound the grieving process for Mrs. Taylor.”The chaplain was right. Phil kept thinking about

Taylor and his wife as he and Sanchez headed to the parking lot. Phil had instructed Bellows to

drive ahead and wait for him at the farm, assuring the lieutenant they wouldn’t be far behind

him.Once on the way, Phil made a quick detour that took them past the CID headquarters. He

scanned the parking lot, hoping to spot Kelly in case she wanted to follow them, but her Toyota

Corolla wasn’t in sight.Maybe she had another stop to make. No reason for Phil to be



concerned. Sergeant Meyers had given her directions, and she said she would meet them at

the Taylor home. From everything he had seen tonight, Kelly could take care of herself.As

difficult as the notification would be, Phil’s mood lifted ever so slightly when he thought of

seeing her again. Then he clamped down on his jaw. What was wrong with him? The last

person he should be thinking about was the CID agent. Yet, for some reason, Kelly McQueen

was the only thing his mind wanted to focus on tonight.The sun had set hours ago, and

darkness, thick as tar, enveloped South Georgia as Kelly left Fort Rickman and headed north

along the two-lane road that led through Freemont and past the nursing home where her

mother had lived for the last year of her life.A lump filled Kelly’s throat at the memory of sitting

at her dying mother’s bedside. Coronary obstructive pulmonary disease had sapped her

energy and left her gasping for air. In spite of the oxygen concentrator that had become her

constant companion, her mother’s body had weakened until death seemed almost a welcome

alternative to the fragile existence that had held her bound between this world and the

next.Just a short distance beyond the nursing facility, Kelly spied her own home, which sat

back from the road. Never expecting to be tied up for so long on post, Kelly had failed to leave

a light on when she left the house earlier today. Now the brick ranch looked dark and

foreboding and recessed with shadows from the sliver of moon that hung low in the

sky.Passing her house, she sped north along the Freemont Road and into a stretch of no-

man’s-land flanked by a thick forest of trees on each side of the asphalt. Kelly turned her lights

to high beam and flicked her gaze over not only the pavement but also the shoulder and the

edge of the forest.Deer often darted out from the underbrush, causing accidents and injuries to

both car and driver. The only motion she saw came from the branches that swayed in the wind

and the flutter of leaves that fell one after another from the canopy of boughs overhead.She

checked her odometer. Five miles into the darkness seemed an eternity tonight. Maybe it was

the anticipation of knowing the captain was already at the farmhouse. She wanted to be on the

scene when he and the chaplain broke the news to Corporal Taylor’s widow. The initial

reactions from loved ones could be telling, especially in a criminal investigation.At this point,

Kelly had no evidence to indicate foul play. A training accident more than likely would be the

final determination. Tomorrow she would review Phil’s operations order to determine if there

were any safety issues with the plan.Phil Thibodeaux seemed competent and concerned about

his soldiers. Hard to imagine he had made a blatant mistake, but the unit had been in the field

for the past four days, and fatigue could be a significant factor. As much as Phil seemed to

have his act together, looks could be deceiving.Her father’s face floated through her mind.

Everything about that no-good Cajun had been a sham. Each time he had returned home, he

had taken her mother for a ride, wiping out her money and her emotional stability. When he

tired of pretending to love her, he hightailed it out of Savannah and headed west, more often

than not back to his beloved bayou.Even as a child, Kelly had questioned her father’s here-

again gone-again behavior. By puberty, she recognized him for who he really was—a conniver

who thought only of himself. She’d asked God to take him out of her life, but God seemed

occupied with other people’s problems instead of hers. When her dad had become abusive to

her mother, she’d prayed he would be attacked by snakes and eaten by alligators in the

Louisiana swamps he loved more than his own daughter.God hadn’t answered that prayer,

either.Eventually she decided that since she couldn’t count on her earthly father, she shouldn’t

rely on her heavenly one, either. Instead she vowed to never be subservient to a man, like her

mother had been whenever her father came back to Savannah with his proverbial hat in hand

and a string of excuses for being gone so long.Kelly shoved her hair away from her face.

Luckily she had moved beyond the pain of growing up in a dysfunctional family and being the



only one to have at least a smattering of common sense, which she needed to use today

instead of returning to memories that should remain buried under a thick layer of Mississippi

Delta mud.She glanced once again at the odometer. Another mile until she would reach the

turnoff for the farm, if the first sergeant’s directions were accurate. Just in case he had

guesstimated the mileage, she watched for a mailbox at the roadside along with a split rail

fence, which supposedly were the only landmarks that identified the long driveway that led to

the Taylor home.Up ahead, the road curved to the right. Kelly eased her foot off the gas.

Halfway into the turn, a teenager dashed out from nowhere and ran across the road. For a

second, he was spotlighted in the beam of her headlights.Shaved head, tattoos, body piercings

and blood.Her heart jolted.Kelly stomped on the brakes and gripped the steering wheel as the

tires skidded over the pavement, narrowly missing the boy.In the blink of an eye, he was

gone.Adrenaline coursed through her veins and rammed her pulse into high gear. Gasping at

the close call, she steered the car to the edge of the road and leaned back against the head-

rest. A roar of disbelief filled her ears at what had almost happened.Kyle Foglio?The teen had

visited his lieutenant colonel father on post more than two years ago when Kelly had first

hauled him in for questioning. Kyle had turned explosive, and the father had sent him back to

be with his first wife, the boy’s mother, who lived up north. On one other occasion Kelly had run

into the teen on Fort Rickman property, but that, too, hadn’t ended well.Doing an instant rewind

of the near miss, Kelly watched in her mind’s eye as Kyle raised his right hand to his face to

block the glare of the headlights. Easy enough to recognize the tattoos and body metal. She

had seen him in the bleachers today at the live-fire demonstration, sitting next to a teenage girl,

so she had known he was in the area. The kid could be trouble, and Kelly had made sure on

his previous two visits that he toed a straight line while he was on post. Not that Kyle had

appreciated her intervention.What she hadn’t expected tonight were the cuts that slashed

through the underside of his forearms and the blood that had spattered his shirt. How had he

been injured, and why had he run into the underbrush?Reaching under her seat, Kelly grabbed

her Maglite and stepped onto the pavement. The temperature had dropped, and she pulled her

navy-blue windbreaker closed and shined the light over the roadway, picking out the droplets of

blood that had splattered across the asphalt. The kid should be at the emergency room getting

medical treatment instead of running through the woods.“Kyle?” She shined the light into the

woods. An eerie sense of foreboding tingled along her spine. “I want to help you, Kyle.”Hearing

no response, she followed the trail of blood. The smell of Georgia clay and rotting leaves rose

from the dew-dampened earth. She pushed into the dense forest where prickly thorns scraped

against her hand as she shoved her way deeper into the darkness.“Kyle?”Even the cicadas

and tree frogs were silent tonight.She aimed the Maglite into the underbrush. The beam

flickered. Giving the flashlight a firm shake, she was rewarded with the return of a powerful

beam that eventually revealed a dirt path and a clearing beyond.Kelly headed for the open

space. Her foot stepped onto a bed of fallen leaves. Something wrapped around her ankle. Her

heart pounded an instant warning.Before she could glance down, a whoosh of air and a

powerful jerk knocked the flashlight from her hand and propelled her airborne in a topsy-turvy

swirl of motion.A gasp escaped her lips, and her stomach roiled in protest. The forest twirled

around her. Heart pounding in her throat, she saw the earth below and realized she was

dangling upside down. Her leg burned with pain from the jolt and the rope that tightened

around her ankle. What had she gotten tangled up in? Some type of animal trap?Blood rushed

to her head. She tried to reach up and grab the thick hemp that held her bound. When that

failed, she grasped her holster and unsheathed her weapon. Her fingers latched onto the cold

steel. The only way to get down was to shoot the rope in two.The sound of twigs breaking and



the crackle of leaves came from the dense underbrush. A small animal was skittering for

shelter or—?Footsteps.Her already erratic heartbeat cranked up a notch.Friend or foe?
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